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ON THE GENERICITY OF STABILIZABILITY FOR TIME-DELAY SYSTEMS*
LUC C. G. J. M. HABETS

Abstract. Conditions for the stabilizability oftime-delay systems with incommensurable point delays by dynamic
state feedback are known in the literature. In this paper it is shown that these conditions are satisfied generically.

Although an algebraic approach is used to describe the class of all time-delay systems with point delays, the
concept of genericity is formulated in a topological framework. In the metric space consisting of all parametrizations
of time-delay systems, the subset of all stabilizable systems is an open and dense subset.

The proof is given for the commensurable delay case first. It is shown that the incommensurable delay case is not
significantly more difficult and that the same arguments prove also that systems with incommensurable time-delays
are generically stabilizable.
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1. Introduction. Time-delay systems with point delays can be seen as rather straight-
forward generalizations of ordinary linear time-invariant systems. In the delay case, k (t), the
derivative of the evolution variable x at time t, and y(t), the output y at time t, do not depend
only on the evolution variable x and the input u at time but also on the evolution variable
and input from specific time instants in the past. Let or1 crg denote k delay operators with
incommensurable time-delays rl r, acting on the trajectories of the evolution variable
and the input:

(1) rix(t) x(t "i), criu(t b/(t "gi), (i 1 k).

Then a system with k incommensurable time-delays rl r can be written as

(2)
k(t) A(Crl ak)x(t) + B(al ak)u(t),
y(t) C(o" ak)x(t) + D(al cr)u(t),

where A(cr Ok), B(Crl Ok), C(O’l Ok) and D(cr O’k) are polynomial ma-
trices in the delay operators al a of appropriate dimensions. Note that the state of this
system at time is not the evolution variable x(t) but the time-trajectory {x() 6 [t T, t]}
of this evolution variable. Here T denotes the length of the largest time-delay occurring
in (2).

After substitution of indeterminates s s for the delay operators O" O"k in (2),
the system E (A(s1 Sk), B(s1 Sk), C(s1 Sk), D(s1 Sk) over the poly-
nomial ring ][Sl s] is obtained. Together with the delays rl r, this quadruple of
matrices is a complete description of the delay system (2); since the time-delays rl r are
incommensurable, there is a 1-1 correspondence between time-delay systems of the form (2)
and systems E (A(s1 Sk), B(s1 Sk), C(s1 Sk), D(s1 Sk)) over the ring
l[s s].

To study the concept of internal stability for time-delay systems, consider the differential-
difference equation for the evolution variable x, and assume that no input is applied. Then the
system is called internally stable if, independent of the given initial conditions, the evolution
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variable x(t) tends to zero for -+ cx. According to [7, Cor. 4.1, p. 182], this notion of
stability is equivalent to the following condition on the matrix A (Sl sk):

’) C+ det()I A(e- e-)) O.

Here "rl "r/ are the time-delays of the delay operators O" O"k corresponding to the
indeterminates S s, and C+ denotes the open complex right half plane.

If a system is not internally stable, this property may be achieved by a proper choice of a
static or dynamic feedback compensator. Completely analogous to the case ofsystems without
delays, this so-called stabilizability problem can be split into two dual parts: the problem of
stabilization by (static or dynamic) state feedback and the detectability problem. In the rest of
this paper we confine ourselves to the problem of stabilizability by state feedback and therefore
assume that C I and D 0.

In the literature, the problem of stabilizability of time-delay systems has been solved
in at least two different ways. Surprisingly, both the infinite-dimensional systems approach
and the systems over rings approach yield the same conditions for the solvability of this
problem. However, there are also important differences between these results. In the infinite-
dimensional systems approach, a static state feedback (possibly containing distributed time-
delays) suffices to achieve internal stability, whereas in the algebraic approach a dynamic
feedback compensator (containing only point delays) is required for this.

THEOREM 1.1 (see [12], [3], [14], [4]). Consider a time-delay system E:

(3) Jc(t) A(cq cr)x(t) -k- B(Crl r)u(t),

where cri (i 1 k) denotes the delay operatorwith time-delay ri andwhere A
and B(Crl crk) are matrices ofpolynomials in the delay operators rl r, ofsize n n
and n m, respectively. Substitute indeterminates S s for or1 cr and regard E
(A(Sl s), B(Sl sk)) as a linear system over the polynomial ring [Sl s].
Then thefollowing three conditions are equivalent:

(i) E is internally stabilizable by a dynamic statefeedback compensator only contain-
ing point delays,

(ii) E is internally stabilizable by a static statefeedback, possibly containing distributed
time-delays,
(4) (iii) ’v’z C+ rank(zl- A(e-z e-Z) B(e-z e-z)) n.

Rank condition (iii), which can be seen as a generalization of the well-known Hautus test
(see [8]) to the case of time-delay systems with point delays, is the starting point of this paper.
We shall prove that this condition is generically satisfied on the parameter-space describing
all time-delay systems with point delays of the form (3). This means that condition (iii) is
very weak; it is satisfied for most time-delay systems.

The condition of reachability for systems over polynomial rings (see, e.g., [9], 16]) can
be stated as a rank condition in almost the same way as the stabilizability condition (for
a short proof see, for example, [5]). In [11], Lee and Olbrot prove that this condition is
generically satisfied if and only if the number of inputs to the system is larger than the number
of indeterminates of the polynomial ring (i.e., the number of incommensurable time-delays).
Their approach is completely algebraic; they compare the number of polynomial equations
that have to be satisfied with the number of unknowns and apply some results from algebraic
geometry to prove their result (except on some hypersurfaces in the parameter-space of all
time-delay systems, the reachability condition is always satisfied).

At first sight, this approach also looks very promising for solving the genericity problem
of stabilizability for time-delay systems. In this case, however, each indeterminate si in the
polynomial ring corresponds to a delay operator ri of length "t’i, and in the Laplace domain
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O" and "ri are interrelated via an exponential function. In this way some extra (exponential)
equations are obtained that are probably enough to remove the condition on the number of
inputs. Unfortunately, this method fails because we are now dealing with both polynomial and
exponential equations, which do not fit into the algebraic-geometric framework any more.

In this paper we choose a completely different approach; we describe the concept of
genericity in a topological way. In this setting, a certain property is called generic if it
holds on an open and dense subset of the parameter-space describing all time-delay systems.
However, before we can Sleak of open or dense subsets, we first have to introduce a topology
on this space. This topology formalizes our intuitive ideas on the following question: when
are the parametrizations of two time-delay systems said to be close to each other? In 2 this
topological framework is treated in more detail.

Then all tools are available to prove that the set of stabilizable time-delay systems is
open, which is described in our 3. The proof of denseness is more involved. In 4 we start
with some preliminary results on matrices over the ring of analytic functions. These are used
in 5 to show that the set of stabilizable time-delay systems is indeed a dense subset of the
parameter-space describing all time-delay systems.

Remark 1.2. In the rest of this paper it is always tacitly assumed that we are dealing with
time-delay systems with commensurable delays. This implies that there is only one delay
operator cr required to describe the system equations (2). In general, this situation is much
simpler than the incommensurable delay case. Fortunately this distinction does not make
any difference for the approach we take to the problem. All results are easily generalized to
the incommensurable delay case because the assumption of the presence of only one time-
delay operator is never used explicitly. This assumption is only made to simplify notation to
highlight the really important ideas more clearly. In 6 we return to this subject briefly and
explain why the methods developed in this paper are also applicable in the incommensurable
delay case.

2. A topological framework for time-delay systems. This section is devoted to the
introduction of a topology on the parameter-space describing all time-delay systems with
commensurable time-delays. This topology reflects our intuitive notion of the concept of
genericity. Also the space of all 2-dimensional polynomials is equipped with a suitable
norm. These polynomials, and especially characteristic polynomials, play a vital role in the
characterization of stability. Some of the topological aspects of this relationship are discussed
in more detail.

Consider a triple E (A(s), B(s), r), with A(s) [s]nn, B(s) ]t[s]nm, and
r 6 +. After substitution of the delay operator cr with time-delay r for the indeterminate s,
such a triple is a complete description of the time-delay system:

(5)
At(t) A(r)x(t)+ B(r)u(t),

rx(t) x(t r), cru(t) u(t r).

On the other hand, the triple E (A(s), B(s), r) can be seen as a point in the parameter-space

(6) ]2 {(A(s), B(s), r) A(s) [s]nn, B(s) [s]nxm, "g ]i+}.

Clearly, to each element of 12 there corresponds a time-delay system as defined in (5). By
imposing a metric on each of the three components of 12, the parameter-space 12 is turned into
a metric space, and thereby its topology is fixed. We start with the introduction of a norm on
polynomial matrices in IR[s]pq.
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Let P (s) be a p q polynomial matrix over [s]. Then there exists an 6 1 t_J {0} and
real matrices P0, P1 Pe, with Pe 5/: O, such that

P(s) Pi Si.
i=0

This is called the degree of the polynomial matrix P(s) and is denoted by deg(P(s)).
Defining Pi "= 0 for > , we can map the polynomial matrix P (s) to the sequence (Pi)i=0 of
real matrices. In this way we obtain an explicit description of P (s) in terms of its parameters.
In fact, there is a 1-1 correspondence between polynomial matrices and the space 0(]pxq)
consisting of all real matrix sequences with only a finite number of nonzero elements (i.e.,
matrices with at least one nonzero entry), via the bijection

lr" eO(]pq) ----> ][S]pXq 1/r((Pi)i__o Pi Si.
i=0

The space 0(]1pxq) is easily turned into a normed space by defining the norm of (Pi) byi=0

II(ei) i--0 ei II,
i=0

where ei is the operator induced norm of the real matrix Pi. It is evident that the same norm
can also be used for polynomial matrices.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let P(s) be a p q matrix over [s]. Let (Pi)=o 0(]pq) be such
that

(7) P(s) ei Si.
i--0

Then the norm of P (s) is defined as

(8) IlP(s)llpm "= IIPilI,
i=0

where Pi is the operator induced matrix norm of Pi for all 6 I U {0}.
The norm [[. pm for polynomial matrices has a very important property. In the Introduction

we have seen that for the investigation of the stability properties of a time-delay system, the
exponential function e-z has to be substituted for the indeterminate s in a polynomial matrix
A(s). Since for all z 6 C+, the norm [e-Z[ is bounded above by 1, the norm [[P(s)llpm of the
polynomial matrix P (s) is a uniform upper bound for the norm of P (e-z) in the closed right
half plane.

LEMMA 2.2. Let P(s) [s]pq. Thenfor all r > 0 andfor all z C+, we have

IIe(e-Z)ll IIe(s)llpm.

With condition (iii) ofTheorem 1.1 in mind, we see that Lemma 2.2 has a very interesting
consequence for square polynomial matrices.

COROLLARY 2.3. Let A (s) [s]nn. Thenfor all r > 0 and z C+, andfor all w C
satisfying wl > A (s)II pm, we have

rank(w/- A(e-rZ)) n.
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Using Definition 2.1, the parameter-space V may be equipped with a suitable metric.
DEFINITION 2.4. Let E1 (Al(s), Bl(s), rl) and E2 (A2(s), B.(s), r2) be two ele-

ments ofthe parameter-space )2. Then the distance between E and E2 is defined as

(9) dr(E1, ]2) .’-- Ilal(s) a2(s)llpm + IlBl(S) B2(s)llpm + Iv 321.

With this distancefunction dr(., .), the parameter-space V becomes a metric space.
Once the topology on the parameter-space )2 has been fixed, the concept of genericity

is easily defined. For each triple E (A(s), B(s), 3) in ]2, it is possible to check the
stabilizability of the corresponding time-delay system using Theorem 1.1. Let

S := {(A(s), B(s), 3) " Vz C+ rank(z/- A(e-Z)lB(e-Z)) n}

be the set of all stabilizable delay systems. Then the property of stabilizability is called
generic if the set S is an open and dense subset of the parameter-space V. In the topology on
V generated by the metric dr(., .), this implies that the set S covers almost the whole space V:

(i) S is open. A stabilizable time-delay system remains stabilizable after a small per-
turbation ofthe parameters describing the system (i.e., the property of stabilizability is a robust
property).

(ii) S is a dense subset of. Every element E 6 ]2 can be approximated arbitrarily
close by a sequence of stabilizable systems (i.e., a sequence in S).

We see that the topology generated by the metric of Definition 2.4 leads to a formal
definition of genericity that looks very natural and that is completely in accordance with our
intuitive notion of this concept.

In almost the same way as for polynomial matrices, it is possible to regard the polynomial
ring R[s, z] as a linear space and to define a norm on this space.

DEFINITION 2.5. Let p(s, z) R[s, z], and write p(s, z) as

k

(10) pjs
,j z

i--0 j=0

Then the norm ofp(s, z) is defined as

k

(11) lip(s, z)llp ]Pijl.
i=0 j=0

With this norm, R[s, z] becomes a normed ring.
Analogously to the polynomial matrix case, there exists a 1-1 correspondence between

polynomials p(s, z) in two variables and exponential polynomials of the form p(e-z, z).
Characteristic polynomials of this form determine the stabilizability of a time-delay system.
From this point of view, the norm of Definition 2.5 has several interesting properties. For
example, the norm p(s, z)lip is a good measure for the magnitude of p(e-z, z) in a bounded
part of the closed right half plane.

LEMMA 2.6. Let p(s, z) [s, z], and assume that the degree ofp in z is n, i.e.,

Zp(s,z) EPijsJ
i=0 j=0

and there exists a j {0 k} such that Pnj O. Let M > and e > O. If
M-1

(12) lip(s, z)llp < " Mn+l 1’
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then

(13) Yr > 0 Vz 6 C+ s.t. Izl M :lp(e-z, z)l < e.

Finally there is a clear relationship between polynomial matrices in one indeterminate on
the one hand and 2-dimensional polynomials on the other. In this relationship the characteristic
polynomial plays the leading role. In the rest of this paper we need only the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A(s) [s]nn. Then

Ve > 0 96 > 0 VB(s) 6 [s]n

]]A(s) B(s)i]pm < == det(zI A(s)) -det(zl B(s))][p < e.

According to Proposition 2.7, the map X,

(14) X :[s]"n -----+ [s, z] x(A(s)) det(zI A(s)),

is continuous with respect to the norms on [s] and [s, z] as defined in (8) and (11),
respectively. The validity of this result follows from the fact that the determinant of a matrix
is a sum of products of its entries. Since both addition and multiplication are continuous
operations, a proof of Proposition 2.7 follows straightforwardly.

Remark 2.8. With the norms and metrics defined in this section, none of the spaces V,
][S]pxq, or ][s, Z] becomes a complete metric space. All these spaces basically consist of
sequences (of scalars or matrices) with a finite number of nonzero elements. However, we
imposed a sort of 1-norm on these spaces that does not distinguish between sequences with a
finite and an infinite number of nonzero elements. Therefore it is easy to construct a Cauchy
sequence that does not converge.

Fortunately, this somewhat unsatisfactory situation is not troublesome because complete-
ness is never used in the proofs of our genericity result. Moreover, this problem may be
solved by introducing so-called inductive limit topologies (see, e.g., 1, Chap. IV, 5]). For the
study of genericity of more general concepts of stabilizability, this topology is indispensable
(see [6, 3.3]), but in our case, inductive limit topologies would make things unnecessarily
complicated.

3. On the robustness of the property of stabilizability. In this section the first part of
our genericity result is proved. Based on the topological framework introduced in the previous
section, it is shown that the subset S of V, consisting of all parametrizations of stabilizable
time-delay systems, is an open subset of V. In practice this means that stabilizability of a time-
delay system is a robust property: it is preserved after small perturbations ofthe parameters. In
this section an upper bound is derived for the distance between a nominal stabilizable system
and all the perturbed systems that are allowed. If the distance between a perturbed system and
the nominal system is smaller than this upper bound, the perturbed system is still stabilizable.
Since this upper bound is always larger than zero, this immediately implies that S is open.

From Theorem 1.1 we know that the stabilizability condition for time-delay systems is a
full rank condition on a matrix in the variable z, which has to be satisfied for all z 6 C+. Now
the proof of the main theorem of this section is based on the fact that in C n+m the set of
all matrices of full row rank is open, i.e., a full row rank matrix in C+m remains of full
row rank after small perturbations of its entries.

THEOREM 3.1. Let E0 (Ao(s), Bo(s), r0) be apoint in V, andassume that the time-delay
system (5) corresponding to E0 is stabilizable, i.e.,

:rank(z/- Ao(e-rZ)lBo(e-rz)) n.
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Then there exists a p > 0 such that all systems E in the ball around Eo with radius p,

/(]0, P)"-- {] E dv(, 0) < P},

are stabilizable.
Proof First of all there exists an e E N such that Ao(s) and Bo(s) can be written as

Ao(s) Ai Si no(s) ni Si
i=0 i=0

Next define G as

(15) G {z 6 C Rez > 0 and Izl [[Ao(s)llpm + 1}.

Since the delay system corresponding to E0 (A0(s), B0(s), r0) is stabilizable, it follows
from [3] or [14] that the matrix (zI Ao(e-Z)lBo(e-z)) has a right-inverse T(z) that is
analytic on C+. Now G is a compact subset of C+, so T (z) is bounded on G, and thus

(16) K "= max{llT(z)lllz G}

is well defined.
Choose

(17) p "--min 1,
4K’ IlAo(s)llpm + "4Ke (min

[[eo(s)llpm’ [[Bo(s)[lpm

then clearly p > 0. We show that all systems in/3(Eo, p) are stabilizable.
Let E (A(s), B(s), r) 6 ]2 be such that dr(E, Eo) < p. The proof that E is stabiliz-

able, i.e., that

Vz C+ rank(z/- A(e-rz) B(e-rZ)) n,

is divided into two parts: the case Izl > IlAo(s)llpm + 1 and the case Izl [[Ao(s)llpm + 1.
Let z E C+, and assume that Izl > IlAo(s)llpm + 1. Because dr(E, E0) < p, we have

IIA(s)llpm IIAo(s)llpm + [[A(s) Ao(s)llpm < [[Ao(s)llpm + p.

Using (17) it follows that Izl > [IAo(s)llpm + 1 IlAo(s)llpm + p > [[A(s)[lpm and, according
to Corollary 2.3 (with w z), this implies that

rank(z/- A(e-Z)) n.

But then certainly rank(z/- A(e-rz) B(e-*Z)) n.
The second part ofthe proof is more complicated. Let z 6 C+, Izl _< [IAo(s)llpm + 1. We

start by proving that

(18)
1

II(zI- A(e-rZ) B(e-rZ))- (zl- Ao(e-Z) Bo(e-z))ll <
K

First note that

II(zI- A(e-Z) B(e-Z))- (zl- Ao(e-Z) Bo(e-rz))l[

(19) < [IAo(e-z) A(e-Z)ll + IIB(e-z) Bo(e-z)ll.
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Now clearly

(20) IlAo(e-z) A(e-Z)[ < IlAo(e-z) Ao(e-Z)l + IlAo(e-rz) A(e-rZ)lI.

With Lemma 2.2 it is easy to see that the second term in (20) is bounded from above. Since
IIA(s) Ao(s)llpm < dr(E, E0) < p and p < -, we obtain

1
(21) IIAo(e-z) -A(e-Z)ll < IIA0(s)- A(s)llpm < p <

-4K

To estimate the other term, we apply the mean value theorem:

IIAo(e-z) Ao(e-Z)ll Ai (e-irz e-irz) <_ IIAill" ilzl [e-iz]d
i=0 i--0

(22) < IIAo(s)llpm" g." (llAo(s)llpm -+- 1).p <
4K’

where in the last inequality (17) was used.
Completely analogously we can prove that

(23) IIn(e-z) no(e-Z)ll <_ IIn(e-z) no(e-Z)ll + Ilno(e-z) no(e-Z)l <
2K

Combining the previous inequality with (19)-(22), we get (18).
Now recall that (zI Ao(e-z) Bo(e-z)) is right-invertible, with right-inverse T(z).

Moreover T (z)II _< K. So

1
(24) II(zI- A(e-Z) B(e-Z))- (zI- Ao(e-Z) Bo(e-Z))ll < <

K- IIT(z)II

Finally, according to [10, p. 399], (24) implies that the matrix (zI A(e-z) B(e-Z)) is
right-invertible. This completes the proof. [3

Remark 3.2. Although Theorem 3.1 seems to have much in common with the result of
Pandolfi in 13, 5], there are several differences. First ofall, Pandolfi’s result is obtained within
the more general framework of distributed parameter systems, ofwhich the class of time-delay
systems considered in this paper is only a small subclass. Moreover, in the setting of Pandolfi,
perturbations of systems are perturbations of the linear operators describing the system, and
robustness of stabilizability is studied in this context. In our approach, perturbations are
described within the metric space V of all parametrizations. Although Pandolfi’s result holds
in a much more general setting, our result is more specialized to capture the concept of
genericity for the class of time-delay systems with point delays.

Remark 3.3. For robustness of stabilizability it is crucial that the rank condition for
stabilizability, rank(z/- A(e-z) B(e-Z)) n, has to be satisfied only on the half plane
C+. In [13, 4] it is shown that modal controllability, i.e., the property that the same rank
condition is satisfied on the whole complex plane, is not robust. In that situation, the division
of the proof into two parts (the cases Izl > IlAo(s)]lpm + 1 and Izl _< IIAo(s)llpm q- 1) is of no
use because the norm of A (e-z) may become arbitrarily large when Re z --+ -cxz.

4. Some results on matrices over the ring of analytic functions. In the second part
of the proof of our genericity result, matrices of analytic functions play an important role.
The relationship between the rank of these matrices and their determinants is of special inter-
est. This section can be seen as an intermezzo in which this relationship between rank and
determinant is studied using projection matrices.
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The first lemma describes how projections can be helpful for the computation of the
determinant of a matrix.

LEMMA 4.1. Let A and A2 be two arbitrary square matrices, and let E be a projection.
Define p(E) := rank(E). Let be an indeterminate. Then

(25) det(cEA1 + (I E)A2) oE) det(EA1 + (I E)A2).

Proof Choose a basis {xl xn} such that range(E) (Xl Xp(E)) and range
B,) denote the matrix of EA1 -+- (I E)A2 with(1 E) (xp(e)+l xn). Let B (

respect to this new basis, where B1 consists of the first p(E) rows of B and B2 consists of the
aB,last n p(E) rows. Then (, is the matrix of otEA + (I E)A2 with respect to this basis.

Hence

det(otEAt + (I E)A2) det otB1B2 ot
p(e det B2

ot
p(e det(EA1 + (I E)A2).

Let Q(z) be an n n matrix over the ring of analytic functions on C, i.e., all entries of
Q(z) are analytic functions in z. Define

(26) p(z) "= det(Q(z)).

It is clear that in a point ) 6 C, the matrix Q() is of full rank if and only if p()) - 0. Also,
when p0) 0, it is possible to obtain more precise information on the rank of Q(.) from
the determinant function p(z), by using a suitable projection E.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Q(z) be an n n matrix ofanalyticfunctions andp(z) det(Q (z)).
Assume thatfor a certain ) C, p()) O. Define the matrix ofanalyticfunctions Ol(Z) as

Q1 (z) :--
Q(z)- Q(.)

j=l " Qj) ())(z ,)s-1

Let E be a projection such that E Q()) O. Then

(27) p(z) (z ))o(e) det(EQ(z) + (I E)Q(z)).

Moreover, ifp (E) k, then

(28)
p(J)()) =0 for j-- 1 k- 1,
p()(.) k!. det(EQ’()) + (I E)Q(;L)).

Proof Q(z) can be written as Q(z) Q()) + (z ))Ol(z). Therefore

p(z) det(EQ(z) + (I E)Q(z)) det((z )OEQI(z) + (I E)Q(z))

(z )). det(EQ(z) + (I E)Q(z)),

where in the last step Lemma 4.1 is used. The result on the derivatives of p(z) in , when
p(E) k is an easy consequence of (27) and the definition of Ql(Z). [

COROLLARY 4.3. Let Q(z) be an n n matrix ofanalyticfunctions and p(z) det(Q(z)).
Then

(29) ,k 6 C" PPo) - 0 == rank(QO)) n
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Proof Let ) 6 C be such that P0) 0 and p’(.) - 0. Choose a projection E
with range(Q())) ker(E). Since Q()) is singular, p(E) rank(E) > 1. According to
Proposition 4.2 we have

p(z) (z ))p(E) det(EQl(z) + (I E)Q(z)).

Suppose that p(E) > 1. Then p’()) 0. This contradicts our assumption, and therefore,
p(E) 1. This implies that dim(range(Q()))) n 1.

Remark 4.4. From Proposition 4.2 it is clear that (p(.) 0 and p’ ()) 7 0) is a sufficient
condition for Q()) to have rank n 1, but it is not a necessary one. It is also possible that
rank(Q())) n 1 while p’(;) 0. In that case the matrix EQ’O) + (I E)Q()) is
singular.

In 5 we are especially interested in matrices Q(z) of analytic functions for which the
determinant p(z) has only simple zeros. According to Corollary 4.3 this implies that

if p()) 0, then rank(Q())) n 1.

Let Q(z) be given, and assume that . 6 C is such that p(;) det(Q())) 0 and also
p’(.) 0. Then it is possible to perturb Q(z) in such a way that ) becomes a simple zero
of p(z). However, to prove this result, we first need a lemma that describes how a constant
matrix can be perturbed to increase its rank.

LEMMA 4.5. Let A be an n n matrix over C, and assume that rank(A) g. For each
j 1 n }, there exists a matrix B IRnn satisfying thefollowing properties:

(i) B 1 and rank(B) j,
(ii) Vow, fi 0 range(orA + fl B) range(A) @ range(B).

Proof Let el en denote the standard basis in C. Then there exists a permutation
re 1 n} 1 n} such that

(30) range(A) (Aer(1) Aer(e)).

Choose vectors eil ei,_e from the standard basis satisfying

(31) (eil ei._e) @ range(A) C.
Let j 6 n }, and define B as

Be(k) 0 for
Ber(k) ei,_e for

k=l t,t+j+ n,
k=t+l t+j.

With this choice of B, it is obvious that (i) is satisfied.
From the construction of B it is immediately clear that range(A) fq range(B) {0}.

Moreover, the inclusion range(cA +/B) C range(A) + range(B) is trivial. So, to prove (ii),
we only have to show the correctness of the other inclusion.

Let xl 6 range(A). Then there exists a yl G (er(1) er(e)) such that Xa Aye. But
clearly Byl --0. Hence

(1)(otA + fiB) -Yl Ayl -k-
fl Byl Xl

and x 6 range(oA +/3 B).
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Let X2 E range(B). Then there exists a y2 e (er(e+l) er(e+j)) such that By2 x2.
Since Aye range(A), there exists a y3 6 (e(1) e(e)) such that Ay2 Ay3. Now

1
(aa 4- fiB). fi(Y2 Y3) -(ay2 ay3) ,4- By2 By3 Bye x2,

and X2 G range(oA 4- fl B). This completes the proof of (ii). E]

At this stage all ingredients to prove the main result of this section are available. This
result describes how a matrix of analytic functions may be perturbed to reduce the multiplicity
of one of the zeros of its determinant to 1.

PROPOSITION 4.6. Let Q(z) be an n n matrix ofanalyticfunctions, and define p(z)
det(Q(z)). Assume that C satisfies p()) O. Let g(z) be an analyticfunction such that
g’ ()) =/= O.

Thenfor each e > 0 there exists an n n polynomial matrix A (s) over ][s] that satisfies
thefollowing properties (where O.(z) Q(z) 4- A(g(z)) and (z) det(0(z)))"

(i) I1A(s)llpm < 6,

(ii) deg(A(s)) < 1 ifg()) is real and deg(A(s)) < 2 ifg(k) is complex,
(iii) /3(Z) 0 and ’(Z) O.
Proof If p’()) - 0, the proof is trivial: take A(s) 0.
Assume p’()) 0. Lete > 0. Ifrank(Q())) n- 1, define B1 0. Otherwise, choose

a matrix B1 according to Lemma 4.5, with IInll 1 and rank(B1) n 1 rank(Q0)) in
such a way that

Vc : 0 range(Q()) + orB1) range(Q(.)) @ range(B1).

This implies that for all ot 0, rank(Q(,k) + orbs) n 1.
Fix ot ge and apply Lemma 4.5 again, but now to the matrix Q(,k) 4- oB. In this way

we find a matrix B2 (possibly depending on or), satisfying IIB2I[ 1, rank(Be) 1, and

’fl : 0" range(Q(Jk) 4- orB1 + fiB2) range(Q(.)) ( range(B1) range(B2).

So for every fl # 0, the matrix (Q ()) + ot B1 + fl B2) has rank n.
Let E denote the projection on range(B2) along range(Q(.) + orBs), so that E(Q()) +

orB1) 0 and EB2 B2. Then p(E) rank(E) 1. Define Q,(z) Q(z) + oB
and p(z) det(Q(z)). So p() det(Q()) + oB1) 0 and using formula (28) from
Proposition 4.2 we obtain

p’(;() det(EQ’()) 4- (I E)Q())) det(EQ’()) 4- (I E)Q(,k)).

First note that ker(EQ’(Jk) + (I E)Q(,k)) C ker(Q())). Moreover, we know that
dim(ker(Q())) 1. Therefore the problem can be divided into two different cases.

Case 1. ker(EQ’() 4- (I E)Q(,k)) {0}. Then p’() det(EQ’(;) 4- (I
E)Q())) :/= O, and A(s) otB satisfies (ii), (iii), and also (i) because IlA(s)llpm
IlcB111 _<

Case 2. ker(EQ’()) 4- (I E)Q())) ker(Q(.)). If g(.) is real, define for all
/ \{0}

A(s) "= orB1 + fl(s g(,k))B2;

if g()) is complex, define for all/3 E ]\{0}

A(s) "= otB + fl(s g(.))(s g(,k))B2.

Then in each case A(s) 6 [s]"n, and moreover (ii) is satisfied.
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Let fl 6 ]\{0} and define 0(z) := Q(z) + A(g(z)). Then 0(.) Q(.) 4- ctB1, and in

both the real and the complex cases there exists a ?, : 0 such that ’()) Q’()) + ?’ B2. Since
()) Q())+orB1 is singular, we still have that/3() 0, and according to Proposition 4.2,

/3’(.) det(E0’(;k) + (I E)O(.)) det(E(Q’() + ’B2) + (I E)Q())).

Assume that x 6 ker(E(Q’(.) 4- yB2) 4- (I E)Qa(.)). Then x 6 ker(Q(.)). So by
assumption, x ker(E Q’(.) + (I E)Q()). Moreover we have that EB2 B2, and thus
we obtain

?’B2x (E(Q’() 4- ?’B2) 4- (I E)Q(,L))x (EQ’(,k) 4- (I E)Q(.))x O.

So (Q(.) + ,B2)x 0. By construction Q()) + vB2 Q()) 4- orB1 4- ’B2 has full rank,
and thus x 0. This implies that rank(E(Q’() + vB2) + (I E)Q()) n. Therefore

’ (L) 0, and 0(z) satisfies condition (iii) for all fl 0.
To satisfy (i), we choose

fl -e. min
4 Ig(X)l

when g() is real, and

:= ge. rain
g() + g()l g(X). g()

when g() is complex. Then it is easily verified that A(S)pm < e. This completes the
proof.

Remark 4.7. When the matrix Q(z) of analytic functions has the propeay that Q()
Q(z), its determinant p(z) also has that propey. This implies that is a zero of p(z) of
multiplicity k if and only if is a zero of p(z) of the same multiplicity. Note also that if
g() g(z) and g() is complex, the reduction process described in the proof of Proposition
4.6 reduces the multiplicity of both the zeros and to 1 in only one step. Although in general
a perturbation matrix A (s) of degree 2 is needed to fix this problem, this matrix handles both
zeros and at the same time.

Remark 4.8. Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.6 are formulated in a ve general con-
text of matrices over analytic functions, but in the next section they are only used for a

ve specific case. It is clear that for the time-delay system coesponding to the point
E (A(s), B(s), r) , the matrix (zl A(e-Z)) is ve impoant for its stabilizability
propeaies. Therefore the results of this section are applied to the case Q(z) (zI A(e-Z))
and g(z) e-z. Then clearly g’() -re-z 0 for all C. In this perspective, Propo-
sition 4.6 describes how the matrix A(s) has to be peaurbed within the noed ring [s]
in such a way that (zI (A(e-z) + A(e-Z))) satisfies the condition of Corolla 4.3.

5. Approximation by stabilizable time-delay systems. In this section, the second and
final pan of our genericity result is proven. We show that the subset S of V, consisting of all
parametrizations of stabilizable time-delay systems, is a dense subset of V. This means that in
any arbitra small neighborhood of a point E , coesponding to a nonstabilizable time-
delay system, there is a point E S c that describes a stabilizable time-delay system. In
this section such an approximation by stabilizable time-delay systems is constructed explicitly.

The main idea of the proof is as follows. Let a point E (A(s), B(s), r) be
given such that the coesponding time-delay system is not stabilizable. First of all it may be
shown (use, e.g., Corollary 2.3) that for all matrices A(s) [s], the analytic function
fi(z) det(zI (e-Z)) has only a finite number of zeros in C+. Using Rouch6’s theorem,
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Corollary 4.3, and Proposition 4.6, it is possible to prove that for every e > O, there exists a
matrix A(s) R[s] such that IIA(s) Ae(s)llpm < g and

(32) Yz 6 C+ rank(z/- A(e-rZ)) < n === rank(z/- A(e-rZ)) n 1].

So, in all points z 6 C+ where the matrix (zI A(e-Z)) loses rank, it loses only rank 1. This
loss ofrankhas to be compensatedby the matrix B(s). Therefore this matrix has to be perturbed
in such a way that the perturbed version B(s) satisfies the inequality B(s) B(s)llpm <
and is such that

(33) Vz 6 C+ rank(z/- Ae(e-rZ)) < n rank(z/- Ae(e-rz) Be(e-rZ)) n].
Since the analytic function p(z) det(zI A(e-Z)) has only a finite number of zeros
in the closed right half plane, it is possible to satisfy this condition. In this way we find a
stabilizable time-delay system E (A(s), B(s), r) such that dr(E, E) < e, and the
proof is complete.

The rest of this section is devoted to a detailed elaboration ofthe scheme ofthe proof given
above. The first lemma (which can be seen as a direct consequence of Corollary 2.3) describes
the location of the zeros of the analytic function p(z) det(zl A(e-Z)) corresponding to
the square polynomial matrix A (s).

LEMMA 5.1 (see [7, p. 18]). Let A(s) N[s]nn and r > 0 be given. Then the analytic
function p(z) det(zI A(e-rZ)) has only afinite number ofzeros in the closed right half
plane C+. Moreover, all the zeros ofp(z) in C+ are located within the semi-disc

(34) D "= {z 6 C[ Re z > 0 and Izl < I[A(s)l[pm}.

In Lemma 5.1, the role of the right half plane C+ is not crucial. By shifting to the left
and to the right it is possible to show that p(z) det(zI A(e-Z)) has a finite number of
zeros in any arbitrary right half plane.

In the proof of the main results of this section, we often assume that the function p(z)
det(zI A(e-Z)) has no zeros on the boundary ofC+, i.e., p(z) has no zeros on the imaginary
axis. Fortunately, this is not really a restriction. By an arbitrarily small perturbation of the
matrix A(s) corresponding to p(z) det(zI A(e-rZ)), it is possible to shift the zeros of
p(z) in the horizontal direction. In this way we can prove the following result.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A(s) IR[s]nx and r > 0 be given. Let e > O. Then there exists
a polynomial matrix A (s) N[s]n satisfying thefollowing properties:

(i) A (s) A (s)llpm < e,
(ii) deg(A (s)) deg(A (s)),
(iii) the characteristicfunction pl (z) :-- det(zI A (e-Z)) has no zeros on the imag-

inary axis.
The next theorem is a restatement of a well-known result from complex analysis. It plays

a crucial role in the rest of this section because it describes how small perturbations of an
analytic function influence the location of its zeros.

THEOREM 5.3 (Rouch6’s theorem (see, e.g., [15, Thm. 10.43])). Let f and g be two

functions that are analytic inside and on a Jordan curve ,f Suppose that f and g have no
zeros on J. Denote by Nf and Ng the total number ofzeros off and g inside f also counting
multiplicities. Then

(35) [Vz J" If(z)- g(z)l < If(z)l === Ng NU.
Let ,7 be a Jordan curve, and let f and g be two functions satisfying the conditions of

Theorem5.3. Define 3 "= min{If(z)llz 7}. Thentheconditionlf(z)-g(z)l < 3 implies
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that f and g have the same number of zeros inside 3". This observation is exploited in the
next lemma.

LEMMA 5.4. Let A(s) IRis]nn and r > 0 be given. LetJ be a Jordan curve in C+ such
that p(z) det(zI A(e-Z)) has no zeros on J. Then there exists an > 0 such thatfor
all polynomial matrices fit(s) IR[s]n satisfying IIA(s) (S)llpm < , the characteristic

function [(z) det(zI .(e-Z)) corresponding to (s) has the same number of zeros
within ff as p(z) (counting multiplicities) and no zeros on f

Proof Define p,.(s, z) := det(zI A(s)). Then p,.(s, z) IRis, z], and the degree of
p,.(s, z) in z is n. Define

(36) 3 min{lp(z)l z

and M "= 1 + max{lzl z J}. Now apply Proposition 2.7. Choose an Y > 0 in such a way
that for all matrices (s) 6 [s]n satisfying IlA(s) (s)llpm < g, the following inequality
holds:

M-1
(37) IlPc(S, z) -/3.(s, z)llp < 3M+1 1"

Here/3,.(s, z) denotes the characteristic polynomial det(zl , (s)) of , (s), which is also of
degree n in z. We show that for the claim of Lemma 5.4 holds.

Let fi,(s) 6 [s]nn be such that IIA(s) fi,(s)llpm < . First apply Lemma 2.6 to
r(s, z) := p,.(s, z) .(s, z) and use inequality (37). In this way we obtain

(38) Yz C/, Izl _< M" Ip(z)-/3(z)l

So in particular Ip(z) -/3(z)l < 3 for all z
(Otherwise there would be a ) 6 J such that IP())I < 3, which contradicts definition (36).)
Finally, since both p(z) and/3(z) are analytic functions without zeros on ,7, Rouch6’s theorem
and formulae (36) and (38) imply that p(z) and/3(z) have the same number of zeros inside
the Jordan curve J (counting multiplicities).

Lemma 5.4 indicates that small perturbations of the matrix A (s) affect the zeros of p(z)
only slightly: they cannot cross the Jordan curve J. The idea is now to perturb A(s) in such a
way that the multiple zeros of p(z) inside 3" become simple without changing the total number
of zeros inside J. In this approach, Rouch6’s theorem (in the disguised form of Lemma 5.4)
again plays an important role.

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let A(s) ]R[s]nn and r > 0 be given. Let f be a Jordan curve in
C+, and assume that p(z) det(zI A(e-Z)) has no zeros on ,7. Choose g > 0 such that
Lemma 5.4 is satisfied. Let Np denote the total number ofzeros of p(z) within J, counting
multiplicities. Thenfor all e (0, g) there exists a matrix (s) I[s]n such that

(i) Ila(s) a(s)llpm < e,

(ii) deg(,(s)) < max(deg(A(s)), 2),
(iii) the analytic function (z) det(zI A(e-rZ)) has Np zeros within ff and all

these zeros are simple.
Proof Let e 6 (0, Y). Then it follows from Lemma 5.4 that for all (s) 6 [s]

satisfying [IA(s) (s)llpm < e < , the number of zeros of/3(z) det(zI (e-Z))
inside J is equal to Np. Let Lp denote the number of simple zeros of p(z) within 3". The
proposition is proved with the following induction argument:

i 6 {0, Np Lp} 3Ai(s) [s]nxn such that

(1) IIA(s) Ai(s)llpm < e,
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Im-axis

Re-axis

FIo. 5.1. Location ofthe zeros inside a Jordan curve

(2) deg(Ai(s)) < max(deg(A(s)), 2),
(3) the analytic function Pi(Z) det(zI Ai(e-rZ)) has at least Lp -!- simple zeros

within if, i.e., Lpi >_ Lp -t- i, where Lpi denotes the number of simple zeros of Pi (Z) enclosed
by ft.

When 0, this is trivial. Choose A0(s) A (s).
Induction step. Suppose that for certain {0, 1 Np Lp 1 we have found a

matrix Ai(s) satisfying (1)-(3). If Lpi >_ Lp -+- + 1, choose Ai+l(S) Ai(s), and we are
ready.

Next assume that Lpi Lp -t- i. Since < Np Lp, we know that at least one of the Np
zeros of Pi(Z) inside ff is a multiple zero. Let ;k.j, j 1 }, denote all distinct zeros of
pi (Z) in ,7. Then there exists a p > 0 such that the circles C.j defined by

(39) Cj {z C llz- ;kjl-- p}

neither intersect one another nor the Jordan curve ff (see Figure 5.1). Apply Lemma 5.4
to each of these circles C.j. Then for all j 1 , we find an fj > 0 such that for
all .(s) [s]nn, the inequality IIA(s) ,(s)llpm < j implies that pi(z) and/(z)
det(zI A(e-Z)) have the same number of zeros within Cj and no zeros on C.j. Define
:= min{fj j 1 }.

Assume, without loss of generality, that k is a multiple zero of pi (Z). Apply Proposition
4.6 to Q(z) (zl Ai(e-rZ)) with g(z) e-rz and . .1. Clearly g’(k) -re-rk 5 0,
so there exists a polynomial matrix A(s) ][s]nxn, with deg(A(s)) < 2, in norm bounded
by

( 1 )II/X(S)IIm < min ,
2--T" e

and such that/3(z) det(Q(z) + A(e-Z)) has only a simple zero in z kl. We show that
Ai+l(S) :-- Ai(s) -Jr- A(s) meets the requirements (1)-(3), with replaced by + 1.
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(1) and (2) are very straightforward:

IIA(s) Ai+l(s)llpm IIA(s) Ai(s)[[pm -l-- IIAi(s) Ai+l(S)[lpm
2i- 1 1 2i+1- 1

<-- 2i
q- 2--]-. 2i+1

",

and deg(Ai+l(S)) < max(deg(Ai(s)), 2) < max(deg(A(s)), 2).
(3) Since IIAi+l(S) Ai(s)llpm < , we can apply Lemma 5.4 to each of the circles Cj

defined in (39) separately. In this way we determine that for all j 6 1 }, the number
of zeros of Pi+l(Z) within Cj is equal to the number of zeros of pi(z,) within Cj (counting
multiplicities). This implies that the tpi circles containing a simple zero of pi (Z) also contain
exactly one (simple) zero of Pi+l (Z). Moreover, the multiple zero ,1 has become simple by
construction, and thus

Lpi+t >_ Lpi + Lp -k- + 1.

This completes the proof of the induction argument. The correctness of Proposition 5.5
follows immediately by taking (s) ANp-L,,(S). I-]

Proposition 5.5 shows that the matrix perturbations introduced in Proposition 4.6 can be
used successively to reduce the multiplicity of zeros to 1. Rouch6’s theorem guarantees not

only that the total number of zeros within the Jordan curve 3" remains constant but also that
simple zeros remain simple. Combining Propositions 5.2 and 5.5, we can finish the first part
of the proof as indicated in the introduction of this section by an appropriate choice of the
Jordan curve J.

THEOREM 5.6. Let A(s) [s]nn and r > 0 be given. Thenfor all e > 0 there exists a
matrix Ae(s) ][s]n such that

(i) IIa(s) a(s)l[pm < ,
(ii) deg(A(s)) < max(deg(a(s)), 2),
(iii) V) 6 C+ rank()I A(e-Z)) > n 1.

Proof Let e > 0. Choose according to Proposition 5.2 a matrix Al(s) ][s]n,
and such that Pl(Z)of the same degree as A(s), satisfying IIA(s) Al(s)llpm < ,

det(zI A(e-Z)) has no zeros on the imaginary axis.
Define R := A (s) pm "-[- and the Jordan curve ,,7, as depicted in Figure 5.2, by

(40) ff := {z 6 C (Re z 0 and zl < R) or (Re z > 0 and zl R)}.

So, according to Lemma 5.1, all zeros of pl(z) det(zI A l(e-rZ)) in C+ are located
inside the Jordan curve ,,7. Let Np denote this number of zeros of pl (z) within ff (counting
multiplicities). We choose g > 0 such that Lemma 5.4 is satisfied and apply Proposition 5.5

min(1 e, g). Then we find a matrix Ae(s) [s]n" such thatwith g

min(1 , g) < e(1) Ilal(s) ae(s)llpm <_
(2) deg(a(s)) <_ max(deg(a(s)), 2),
(3) p(z) det(zI A(e-Z)) has Np zeros within J that are all simple.
Clearly, the matrix A(s) satisfies both (i) and (ii), so we have to prove only (iii). Since

]lA(s)llpm < ]]A(s)llpm + , Lemma 5.1 implies that p(z) has no zeros in %- outside J.
Moreover, since [lAx(s) Ae(s)[lpm < , we know from Lemma 5.4 that p(z) has no zeros

on J. Therefore all zeros of p(z) in C+ are located within J. According to (3), all these
zeros are simple and thus we have

(41) Vz c+. o :/: 0].
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FIG. 5.2. The Jordan curve

Now, let ) 6 C+, and assume that rank()I Ae(e-Z)) < n. Then Pe()) det()I
Ae(e-Z)) 0, and thus according to (41), P’e ()) 5 0. Applying Corollary 4.3 to the matrix
(zl A(e-Z)), we obtain

rank (,kI Ae(e-rZ)) n 1.

This completes the proof [3

In the second part of this section we are concerned with perturbations of the matrix B(s).
Suppose that a point E (A(s), B(s), r) 6 1 is given. First perturb A(s) in such a way
that for A(s) conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 5.6 are satisfied. From Lemma 5.1 it follows
that the analytic function pe(z) det(zI A(e-rZ)) has only a finite number of zeros in
C+, say 1 )k. We know that for each {1 k}, rank()iI Ae(e-i)) n 1,
and therefore the left-kernel of the matrix (iI A(e-i)), i.e., the linear subspace of C
consisting of all row vectors xT such that x. ()iI Ae(e-Zi)) 0, is 1-dimensional.

T C/So for each 6 1 k}, this left-kernel is spanned by one row vector v
_

Now
(iI Ae(e-zi) B(e-Zi)) has rankn if and only if

(42) v. B(e-rzi) 5 O.

So, to achieve stabilizability, we have to perturb B(s) in such a way that for the perturbed
version Be(s) the following holds:

Be(e-r)i(43) i G 1 k} l) O.

To find such a perturbation of B(s), we first look for a vector b that is not perpendicular
to a given finite set of vectors.

LEMMA 5.7. Let the column vectors Vl v C be given, and assume that they are
all nonzero. Then there exists a vector b ]tn such that

.bO.’v’i {1 k} 1)
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Proof. First define for all 1 k the linear spaces

-o].V/ :={x ERn Ivi "x

Since all vectors U are nonzero, the sets V/are linear subspaces ofRn, with dimension smaller
than or equal to n 1. This implies that each Vi is a nowhere dense subset of ]R Application
of Baire’s category theorem (see, for example, 15, Thm. 5.6 and Rem. 5.7]) yields

k

i=1

Intuitively, the result of Lemma 5.7 is clear. The vectors Vl v correspond to linear
subspaces V1 V in IR of dimension smaller than or equal to n 1. Now we simply have
to pick a vector b E R that is not an element of one of these subspaces V1 V. Since we
only consider a finite number of subspaces, this is a rather easy task.

Lemma 5.7 makes it possible to find a perturbation of the matrix B(s) that is suitable for
our purpose. This result is stated in the next lemma.

LEMMA 5.8. Let the vectors U1 Vk C and bl b C be given. Assume that
for all 6 1 k} vi 1. Thenfor all e > 0 there exists a vector R such that

(i) II/ll < ,
(ii) Vi E {1 k} U (b -- i) O.

Proof Let e > 0. Choose, according to Lemma 5.7, a vector ?, IR such that yr. ?’ # 0
for all/ {1 k}. If for all/ {1 k} we have l). be O, then/ 1/2e. satisfies

T 1,
ItIt

the claim. Otherwise, choose a p (0 min{Ivi bil v. bi O, k}), and define

1
/ . min(e, p). -. ,.

T. bi O, thenThen (i) is clear: [lfll[ <_ g e. < e. To prove (ii), let E 1 k} If v

T min(, p) - O.U (bi-k- ) U -" (V)" I111
On the other hand, if v bi 5 O, then

1
lye. (bi + fl)l [vbi -1- vl >_ ]vbil- Iv/l _> p -IIv/ll. II/ll _> p p > 0.

So, in either case, v. (bi
At this point, the proof outlined in the introduction of this section is almost complete. We

have only to state and prove the main result.
THEOREM 5.9. Let 52 (A(s), B(s), r) 6 ]2 be given. For all e > 0 there exists a point
(f (s), (s), ) ]2 such that

(i) dv(52, 52) <
(ii) deg(/(s)) < max(deg(a(s)), 2) and deg(/}(s)) deg(B(s)),
(iii) the time-delay system corresponding to 52 is stabilizable, i.e.,

Vz 6 C+" rank(z/- f(e-z) [(e-Z)) n.

Proof Let e > 0. First apply Theorem 5.6 to A(s), and choose a matrix A(s) R[s]
such that

(1) IIa(s)- ftCs)llpm
(2) deg((s)) < max(deg(A(s)), 2),
(3) Vz E C+ rank(z/- ft(e-Z)) > n 1.
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According to Lemma 5.1, the function /3(z) det(zl A(e-Z)) has only a finite
number of zeros in C+, say hi hk. Only in these points, (zl fi,(e-Z)) loses rank, but
still rank(z/- A(e-Z)) n 1. So the left-kernel of (zI A(e-Z)) is one-dimensional for
all z 6 {hi hk }. Choose vectors vl v of norm 1 in Cn, spanning these left-kernels:

’v’i {1 k} span(v/) {x C IxT. (iiI ff(e-rLi)) 0}.

Denote for all 6 k} the first column of B(e-zi) by bi. According to Lemma 5.8,
and V (bi -at- 16) 5k 0 for all 1 k.there exists a/3 6 R such that II/ < e

Define B (s) as the sum of B(s) and the n x m matrix (13 0) consisting of the column/3,
completed with zeros"

B(s) B(s) + (fl I0).

Then (i) and (ii) obviously hold, and we need to show only that ((s),/(s), r) satisfies
(iii).

For this, let z 6 C+. If z {hi h}, then rank(z/ (e-Z)) n, so certainly
rank(z/- (e-z) [(e-Z)) n.

Otherwise, suppose that z hi for certain 6 1 k}. Let x 6 C be such that

(44) xT (hil fi,(e-z’) (e-r;ki)) O.

Hence, xT is an element of the left-kernel of (hi I d(e-rXi )), and there exists an ot e C such
that x o vi. Now the first column of/ (e-rxi is bi + fl, and

0 XT (bi q- fl) otv. (bi if- fl) or. [v. (bi if- fl)].

We conclude that o 0. This completes the proof.
From Theorem 5.9 it follows directly that the subset S of V, consisting of all parametriza-

tions of stabilizable time-delay systems, is a dense subset of V. Note that the conditions
on the degrees of A (s) and B (s) are essential. According to Theorem 5.9, it is possible to
construct a sequence of time-delay systems (]i) cxz

i=1 (Ai(s), Bi(s), "gi)i=l converging to
Z (A(s), B(s), r) (in the sense of 2) with the property that

Vi N" deg(Ai(s))< max(deg(A(s)), 2) and deg(Bi(s))- deg(B(s)).

This means that to achieve stabilizability, we have to perturb only a finite number of all
parameters describing the original system Z. Construction of a sequence of stabilizable
systems converging to E, but with an increasing degree in s, is of no use for our genericity
result because this requires systems with time-delays of constantly increasing length. Since
we can always obtain a stabilizable system using perturbations of an a priori given degree, the
result of Theorem 5.9 also holds within the framework of so-called inductive limit topologies,
mentioned at the end of 2.

At this stage, our conjecture on the genericity of stabilizability for time-delay systems is
reduced to a simple corollary from Theorems 3.1 and 5.9.

THEOREM 5.10. Time-delay systems of the form (5) are generically stabilizable in the
following sense: the subset S of the parameter-space , consisting of all parametrizations
E (A(s), B(s), r) oftime-delay systems satisfying

Vz 6 C+" rank(z/- A(e-Z) lB(e-Z))= n,

is an open and dense subset ofthe metric space V.
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6. Generalization to the case ofincommensurable time-delays. In 2-5, a derivation
of our genericity result is given for systems with commensurable time-delays. This restriction
was made only for notational convenience; the incommensurable delay case is not signifi-
cantly more difficult. In this section we point out that with exactly the same arguments as
before, the genericity result can also be proved for the more general class of systems with
incommensurable time-delays.

In the algebraic terminology, systems with k incommensurable time-delays, given by
rl rk, are modeled as systems over the ring ]t[s1 Ski where the indeterminate S

corresponds to the delay operator cri with time-delay ri. To apply a topological approach to
our genericity problem, first a parameter-space W (the incommensurable version of V) has to
be introduced. Denoting R[sl sk] by , V is defined as

V := {E (A, B, (’gl 75k)) A ,]nn, B ,]-nm, "gi C +(i 1 k)}.

In the same way as in the commensurable delay case, a matrix over ]1[s1 Skipq can be
seen as a k-dimensional sequence of p q matrices over , with only a finite number of
nonzero elements. So, application of an 1-norm is possible, and in this way Definition 2.1
may be generalized. In the same way, polynomials in more than two indeterminates can be
treated.

With these generalized definitions of the norms, the results of 2 remain valid. Most of
these results rely on the fact that for all z 6 C+: ]e-Zl _< 1. Since all time-delays "gi are
strictly larger than zero, we still have

(45) i {1 k} ’gi > 0 VZ Cq- le-riZl < 1,

and the same proofs may be applied. The only difficulty left is the result on the continuity of
the map X from a polynomial matrix to its characteristic polynomial. Here exponentials do
not play a role, but for this result the number of indeterminates is not significant at all, and
therefore it also holds in the incommensurable delay case.

The results of3 are easily generalized, as far as perturbations ofthe matrices A (s sk)
and B(s Sk) are concerned. Perturbations ofthe lengths ofthe time-delays are more com-
plicated. However, because of (45), all perturbations of time-delays can be treated succes-
sively. In each step (i 1 k), the exponentials e-z e-i-’z and e-ri+z e-z

corresponding to all the other time-delays except ri, are bounded above by 1 in absolute value
because we assume that z 6 C+. Therefore exactly the same techniques as in formula (22)
may be applied successively for each ri separately to arrive at the desired result.

Section 4 is already put in a general context, so here nothing has to be done. Note however
that in Proposition 4.6 only one time-delay is required to achieve an appropriate perturbation
of the matrix Q(z).

In the first part of 5 we are now dealing with analytic functions of the form

p(z) det(zl A(e-’z e-z)).

The assumption on the absence of zeros on the imaginary axis can be removed in almost the
same way as stated in Proposition 5.2. Trivially, Rouch6’s theorem is still valid, and it is also
easily seen that all zeros of p(z) det(zl A(e-z e-z)) in C+ are contained in a
compact subset of C+. Therefore, Lemma 5.4 still holds and the same process of succes-
sively reducing the order of the zeros to 1 can be used. Again, Rouch6’s theorem guarantees
that the total number of zeros in C+ remains constant and that simple zeros remain simple.
Moreover, the results of 4 imply that the condition on the degree of A (s Sk) is satisfied.
Perturbations of the matrix B(s) can be obtained in exactly the same way as described for the
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commensurable delay case. Therefore Theorem 5.9 may also be generalized to delay systems
with incommensurable time-delays.

Summarizing, we conclude that our genericity result for the stabilizability of time-delay
systems with commensurable time-delays also holds in the incommensurable delay case. This
final conclusion is stated in the last theorem.

THEOREM 6.1. Time-delay systems with incommensurable time-delays oftheform

2(t) A(Crl rl)x(t) q- B(Crl crl)u(t),

where cri (i 1 k) denotes the delay operator corresponding to a time-delay 75i, are
generically stabilizable in thefollowing sense: the subset ofthe parameter-space

]A2 {(A(s1 Sk), B(Sl Sk), (T1 Z’k)) A(Sl Sk) E ]1[S1 Skinn,
B(s1 Sk) ]1[S1 Sk]nxm and i {1 k} ri > 0},

consisting of all parametrizations E (A(s1 Sk), B(s1 sk), (’gl Tk) of time-
delay systems satisfying

Yz C+: rank(z/- A(e-rlz e-rkZ) B(e-rz e-kz)) n,

is an open and dense subset ofthe metric space W.

7. Conclusions. In this paper it was shown that time-delay systems with commensurable
or incommensurable time-delays are generically stabilizable. First, an algebraic approach was
used to model time-delay systems with point delays. For this class of systems, a topological
framework was introduced to formalize the concept of genericity. In this setting it was shown
that the set of stabilizable time-delay systems is an open and dense subset of the parameter-
space describing all time-delay systems. This means that stabilizability is a robust property;
it is preserved after small perturbations of the parameters. Moreover, a nonstabilizable time-
delay system can be approximated arbitrarily close by a sequence of stabilizable time-delay
systems. Therefore the property of stabilizability is very weak; it is generic in the sense
described above.
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